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Dear Customer,

Welcome to our December Edition of In the Mix.

I am delighted to be able to introduce our final
publication of the year along with a selection of some
fantastic products for the festive period.

I would like to take this opportunity ahead of the
Christmas countdown to thank you all for your
exceptional support during what has been undeniably
a very tough year.

My sincere thanks also goes to each and every
member of our BAKO team for their dedication and
ongoing contribution.

Best wishes to all of you and your families for
Christmas and the New Year.

Stay safe & keep well.
                                                Best Regards

WELCOME 
TO IN THE MIX

Mike Tully
GROUP CEO
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There is a clear desire to get back out in the world, with many UK consumers looking
forward to going back to life as normal, but there is an underlying nervousness
about staying healthy. 

We already have high hygiene expectations in the UK but 81% consumers are looking
for increased hygiene measures including; more packaged and individually
wrapped products - 59% agree packed baked goods are better guarantee for hygiene
(but is doesn't give a great space for storytelling). 

Handmade claims will become less appealing and should be removed (a stark contrast
in the claims being made at the start of 2020). Social distancing will continue, and
consumers will actively look for more hygienically produced and stored food - focusing
on staff cleanliness and training in handling potential risk.
 
Value for money is also going to be critical and will influence purchase decisions in
retail and foodservice. 41% of families expect financial losses and 48% will pay more
attention to the amount spent on food than before crisis.

The digital era: 
Any food we 

want delivered

Health everyday: Food
for physical and mental

wellbeing

Behind closed doors:
Time for breakfast

and affordable
indulgence

The new world
outside: A more

cautious approach to
food purchases

Post Covid Trends

This month we take a look at

Feature supplied by

Sources: Puratos consumer survey July 2020 N:500, The New Normal Trend Report Puratos UK June 2020
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Here are 4 key things driving food in the ‘New Normal’

The new world outside: A more cautious approach to food purchases:
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84189    BAKO Festive Slice                           

A Festive Slice with a seasoned chicken filling 
with sausage, bacon and cranberries, in light 
puff pastry with sage and onion stuffing crumb.

29.99
36 x 175g
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    HAVE YOU TRIED?



93501
Brandy Puff Mince Pies 
84 x 81g                        

Holly & Berry Sugar Pipings 20mm
Gingerbread Sugar Pipings 25mm
Christmas Penguins Sugar Pipings 25mm
Santa Jacket Sugarettes 60x70mm
Santa Gingerbread Plaque 75x163mm
Christmas Christmas Crew Sugarettes 42mm 
Light Green Holly & Berry Sugar Piping 24mm
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92385
92381
92383
92382
92384
92386
92388

250
200
200
160
60

180
370

Serving 
Suggestion

Slice and fill with 
your favourite 

cream!

While 
Stocks 

Last

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7



Deliciosly Sweet & Fruity
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10071
BAKO Mincemeat    12.5kg

80329
BAKO Puff Pastry Slab  2x5kg
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Coming Soon
BAKO Select Cookie Puks

Available in Belgium Chocolate, Double
Chocolate, White Chocolate & White

Chocolate and Raspberry

Available Jan 2021
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12Stock not available at all depots.
Offers only apply to orders delivered before the end of the month.

75067 
Xmas Tree Gingerbread    105x40g



Ask your BAKO Sales Representative for 
details or visit bako.co.uk and 
download our latest brochure

Chosen for 
Christmas
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80329 BAKO PUFF/P SLAB AV      2X5kg 2X5KG
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22115
BAKO Celebration Cake Mix        12.5kg

A mix to produce Rich Fruit Cakes.
Requires the addition of water,
egg, and fruit.

    HAVE YOU TRIED?

Limited stocks available
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While 
Stocks 

Last
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80033  Traditional Beef & Vegetable Pasty    30X216g
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81756
81755
81757
81754

Vegan Spicy Potato & Cauliflower Pie 
Vegan Moroccan Style Pie
Vegan Red Thai Slice 
Vegan Sausage Roll Lattice

24
24
36
40

5% 
Off
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The easiest and quickest way to obtain a product
specification is by registering online with your nearest

depot. By registering online you can access
specifications as and when you need them. It is also

the most accurate way in checking you 
have the latest version available.

 Our BAKO Technical Department are there to help
you with specific queries and addressing more

complex questionnaires and will endeavour to get
back to you in a timely manner though back-logs may

occur depending on the volume of requests. 

Product Specifications

To access specifcations visit bako.co.uk/products/specs 
and select your nearest BAKO Depot.
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Occasionally BAKO may not have a product in stock and in
such circumstances an alternative will be offered. The business
will try to offer like-for-like but this may not always be possible. 

It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure the substituted
product performs satisfactorily against the preferred choice as
well as being aware of any differences in recipe that may affect

food safety, such as presence of allergens.

 Specifications are available through the company.

Changes to our
Terms & Conditions
Product availability / alternatives
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MORE PUZZLES IN NEXT MONTH'S EDITION




